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QPL Approved M39012-series Coaxial RF Connectors Now Available
Turnersville, NJ, August 12, 2021… CDM Electronics has announced the availability of Kings-Win® brand
M39012-series mil-spec coaxial RF connectors.
CDM supplies a full range of RF connectors is all standard formats, and has available the QPL approved
line from Kings-Win. Kings is qualified to the most M39012 connector numbers to satisfy a wide range of
requirements. Kings’ mil-spec formats include C, N, TNC, BNC and SMA interfaces. M39012-specific
straight cable mounted, space-saving right angle cable mounted and innovative bulkhead configurations
are available. High-performance hermetic versions featuring a ceramic dialectric are also available for
specialty military applications.
“CDM welcomes the availability of the QPL’d Kings RF connector line” stated CDM Materials Manager
Christina Harrison, “and the breadth of the M39012-series along with Kings’ reputation for quality and
durability make for a winning combination for our customers.” CDM is an authorized, stocking full-line
distributor for the Kings-Win brand of connectors, accessories and tools. Kings-Win RF and Microwave
product line specializes in miniaturization and multi-position interconnect solutions for a wide range of
applications within the broadcast, military, aerospace, commercial air, and telecommunications markets.
CDM stocks over a half-million RF interconnects, adapters and accessories at their Turnersville, NJ and
Richardson, TX distribution centers along with over 300,000’ of low-loss coaxial cable. CDM has also
manufactured, tested and fulfilled over 1 million engineered cable assemblies from their Turnersville, NJ,
facility.

About CDM
For over 25 years, CDM Electronics has delivered interconnect product and engineered cable assembly
solutions to the world's leading aerospace, military, telecom, automotive, industrial, commercial, and
alternative energy providers. Renowned for its unsurpassed levels of customer service and support, the
company supplies Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) with full lines of standard and specialty
connectors including circular, Mil-Spec, DIN, power, PROFIBUS, rectangular, and RF devices. CDM
employs documented and controlled systems in its value-added division, which specializes in mission
critical cable assembly, including RF cable assembly, military cable assembly, power cable assembly, and
box builds. The company's ISO and AS9100 Certified headquarters is in Turnersville, NJ. CDM maintains
a regional office in Richardson, TX.

